
WHITEWATER RAFTS ex rental

These rafts are PVC all welded construction unless otherwise stated. One is of conventional design and the
other three are our own *design.  All rafts can be rowed or paddled.

1. *4.4 m red and grey diminished tube bow, wide stern, lace in floor
2. *3.9m blue and yellow diminished tubes both ends, lace in floor
3. *4.0m blue and grey, extra wear strips
4. 4.3m blue self-bailing symmetrical ends

4.3m and 4.4m rafts carry up to 7 paddlers; 3.9m and 4.0m carry 5 paddlers.   With overnight gear –
deduct 2 paddlers. 
◦ PVC welded, except blue 4.3m
◦ Inflatable beam self-bailing floor
◦ removable thwarts
◦ pressure relief valves
◦ wear strips for row frame
◦ extra D-rings for row frame
◦ moulded handles (except blue grey)
◦ extruded rubber bumper strip around perimeter
◦ new boats have diminishing tubes to allow for good riser (“kick”) without reducing visibility and

reducing windage
◦ lace in floors mean repairs and replacement is easier and much much cheaper.
◦ All tubes are 500mm diameter
◦ inflation valves can be serviced or replaced without cutting or glueing



The red raft shows the square back stern and diminishing tube bow.  Paddle raft
guides will appreciate this design.  The other rafts are symmetrical – same at both
ends.  
The blue 4.3m has a few scuffs on the floor. The other rafts have only half a season’s
use and one has two tiny pin prick holes which have been professionally repaired.  We
have added extra D-rings ourselves after feedback from clients. 

Pumps and spares will be included.  The newer boats come with a neat carry bag with
decent handles.   These rafts have only been on the Waimakariri Gorge Grade 2 and
the Clarence/Waiau Toa River Grade 3.  The 4.3m raft has also run the Maruia and
Grey rivers, both Grade 3. 

The blue and yellow/light blue seen below are 3.9m diminishing tube models.



Note the inflatable floor is continuously curved. This makes turns much easier in whitewater and it’s faster too.  Less effort, more agile. You might 
notice a TiZip in a thwart. This is our idea, so you can store gear inside a thwart and keep it low for stability.  

The heavier floor wraps right around the exposed tubes. 

The underside of the blue/grey 4m raft has extra wear strips. 

Note that these boats have curved I beam floors.  They track well yet turn very easily in whitewater.
This is by design. It’s noticeable better when you’re rowing. 

3.9m and 4.0m (blue) rafts set up to row. 



The 4.3m raft in action on the Clarence.

Please see separate Excel file with prices.


